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TRANSITION FROM ATTACK TO DEFENCE IN THE 
MIDDLE ZONE

For this book, we have divided the chapters by which 
zone the transition starts in. There are 3 zones:

1. Low Zone

2. Middle Zone

3. High Zone

This diagram shows an example of a team losing the 
ball in the middle zone. In this situation, the red team’s 
centre back (4) wins the ball from the white No.10. 
There are players behind the ball and many players 
concentrated in the centre of the pitch (both teams).

It is again important that pressure is applied to the 
new ball carrier immediately, before he is able to get 
his head up to dribble or pass forward. The white 
team's defensive midfielder (6) closes down the 
ball carrier immediately and also blocks the pass to 

No.9. The left back (3), the right back (2), the central 
midfielder (8) and both wingers (11 & 7) all track back 
to mark a red player and prevent the ball being played 
to them.

When losing the ball in the middle zone, there is often 
free space in behind the defensive line. This is why the 
cohesive movements are so important. As shown in 
the diagram, all of the players move into the central 
area. This closes the space in which the opposition can 
play and prevents them from playing the ball wide or 
utilising the space in behind.

The players need to work together as a full team, 
because if just one player doesn’t react quickly 
enough, the opposition could have an easy passing 
opportunity in behind with a goal scoring chance. If it 
is done effectively, the team will recover possession.
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TACTICAL 
SITUATION 1

MAURIZIO SARRI 
TACTICS

Content taken from Analysis of Napoli during the 2017/2018 season

The analysis is based on recurring patterns of play observed within the Napoli team. Once the same 
phase of play occurred a number of times (at least 10) the tactics would be seen as a pattern. The 
analysis on the next page is an example of the team’s tactics being used effectively, taken from a 
specific game.

Each action, pass, individual movement with or without the ball, and the positioning of each player 
on the pitch including their body shape, are presented. 

The analysis is then used to create a full progressive session to coach this specific tactical situation.

Tracking Back and Forcing Opponents Wide to 
Protect the Goal
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Tracking Back and Forcing Opponents Wide to Protect the 
Goal (4-3-3 vs 4-2-3-1)

Analysis Taken from ‘Napoli vs Feyenoord - 26th Sep 2017 (Champions League)’

Tactical Analysis of MAURIZIO SARRI - Transition from Attack to Defence (Middle Zone)

In this example, 
Napoli's defensive 
midfielder Jorginho's 
pass is intercepted by 
Feyenoord's defensive 
midfielder (6).

No.6 plays a 1-2 
combination with 
No.10 and Feyenoord 
start their counter 
attack.

The Napoli players 
are alert and react 
quickly to track back 
into good defensive 
positions.

The runners are well 
tracked and the Napoli 
defenders move into 
the penalty area to 
defend the goal.

Feyenoord's No.6 has 
no passing options 
towards goal, so he 
passes out wide for 
the run of the right 
winger (7).

Napoli central 
midfielder Allan tracks 
No.7 's run well, forces 
him to turn back 
towards the side-line 
and tackles him.
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Session to Practice MAURIZIO SARRI Tactics - Transition from Attack to Defence (Middle Zone)

PROGRESSION

2. Tracking Back and Forcing Opponents Wide to Protect the 
Goal in a Functional Practice (1)

Description
In this progression of the previous practice, we make the white area slightly larger and play 6 (+2) v 6.

We add 2 red players, 2 blue full backs (2 & 3) and 1 extra blue centre back (5) who starts in the small 
blue zone. These are the practice objectives:

1. The coach starts and the blues try to maintain possession with a 6 (+2) v 6 situation. They aim to 
complete 8 passes to score 1 point.

2. The reds try to win the ball, leave the area and score a goal (2 points). We have removed the red 
poles from the previous practice, so the reds now try to score past the goalkeeper.

3. When the blue team lose the ball, their objective is to protect the penalty area and the goal with a 
fast transition to defence. The blue players must move quickly to track back behind the ball, while 
maintaining defensive cohesion. They try to force their opponents out wide. If they recover the ball 
or kick it out of play, they score 1 point.
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Session to Practice MAURIZIO SARRI Tactics - Transition from Attack to Defence (Middle Zone)

PROGRESSION

4. Tracking Back and Forcing Opponents Wide to Protect the 
Goal in a Dynamic Zonal Game

Description
In this progression of the previous practice, we now play 11 v 10 and we add 2 target goals, as shown. 
The blues use a 4-3-3 formation and the reds use a 4-2-3-1. In the large white area, we start with 6 v 6 
and in the smaller blue area we start with 4 v 4.

These are the practice objectives:

1. The coach starts and the blues try to score in either of the target goals (1 point). In this phase, the 
players must stay within their respective zones.

2. The reds try to win the ball and score a goal (2 points). Once the reds win the ball, there are no 
restrictions concerning the zones for either team.

3. When the blue team lose the ball, their objective is to protect the penalty area and the goal with a 
fast transition to defence. The blue players must move quickly to track back behind the ball, while 
maintaining defensive cohesion. They try to force their opponents out wide. If they recover the ball 
or kick it out of play, they score 1 point.
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